Abstract: Evacuation efficiency of public buildings are closely related to their space structures. However, there is lacking of correlating analysis methods of both of them, which lead to the ignoring of evacuation efficiency contribution not able to support the space structure design of public buildings. In this paper, we proposed a concept of hierarchical organization map of public buildings, then proposed a quantitative measurement method of evacuation efficiency contribution for space structure combination models of public building. This paper developed an prototype system to implement this method, and testing of 7 building design plans were shown to validity the proposed method. This method can make up the lacking of quantitative measurement approach of evacuation efficiency, which can provide scientific reference for architecture design in order to meet the requirements of evacuation performance of public buildings.
Introduction
Rapid urbanization has dramatically changed the public buildings and urban form [1] . Faced with an increasing number of uncertain safety factors, there is a growing emphasis on the evacuation efficiency of public buildings. Evacuation efficiency of public buildings has a very close relationship of space layout in it. It need to achieve a harmonization of functions and evacuation needs in a scientific and rational manner, which should be on base of public building space analysis theory and methods. This theory is also a very important, urgent research questions for in the field of building studies.
The connection between architectural space units is an important concerns by architects and researchers. There are some architectural space combination fuzziness and scale resistance, which are difficult to be defined accurately. Some scholars conducted the research of building space combinations, such as, the typical form of space combinations [2, 3] , the space division from a viewpoint of behavior in the space environment [4] , including: parallel, centralized, linear space, radiant, cluster, grid-style, courtyard and other space combined models. These space can also be combined with nature of functional requirements, volume size, traffic routes and other factors. These space can be used to create a complex architecture by separating and dividing, convergence with the transition, comparing with the change in the axis, repeating with reproduction, guidance and hinted penetration, circulation, order and sequence techniques and so on. These studies focused on spatial form [5] , the function [6] , the behavior of [7] , and even space integration [8] . In the aspect of evacuation of building space, Zheng summarized all building evacuation simulation methods [9] . Other scholars carried out some simulated evacuations of architectural space [10] , efficiency [11] , impact rule [12] , the engineering design [13] , etc. However, the research community lacks some quantitative and analytical tools to assess the efficiency of the effective contribution of the evacuation. Xu [14] studied the combination modes of public building space, and research the differences of efficiency contribution of these modes. This paper focuses on the efficiency contribution of public buildings by proposing an evacuation contribution index, to make up lacking of quantitative assessment tools for architectural design.
Proposed index

Hierarchical organization map of public building space
Public building space combination mode determines the evacuation skeleton path in the evacuation process, affecting the overall output of the evacuation efficiency. And a single combination determines the way of evacuation with a fixed dynamic aggregation manner, affecting evacuees initial routing decision. Both of them are very important for the evacuation process. In order to analyze the effects of different space combination model on evacuation efficiency, we propose a hierarchical organization map of public building space ( Figure 1 ) concept, which is defined as follows: (ICAICTE 2015) )} ,..., ,... , (
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where v is the node in one hierarchy map ， which represents a unit abstracted from the low level of hierarchy map； e is the vertex in a hierarchy map，which represents the connection relationship between different nodes； cv is the sub-map of same hierarchy map, for example the node in hierarchy K in figure 1； ce means the logical connection relationship between sub-maps, for example the edge in hierarchy K in figure 1。The node in a high-level hierarchy represent a sub-map of lower-level hierarchy map consisting of nodes. These nodes make up a individual space combination model. This hierarchical organization map of public building space has several characteristics, such as relative independence of spatial expression of public buildings, evacuated hierarchy of public building space, the importance differences of public building space, etc. This map is a basic organization to analyze the contribution index in this paper.
Evacuation contribution index
This paper presents a concept of evacuation efficiency contribution index to describe the relative contribution of the different space combinations. In general, for a particular space, each individual was evacuated with the shortest time, the shortest path, the more evacuated number of individuals, then the efficiency contribution of this space is higher. Based on this concept, we define evacuation contribution index (ECI) as follows:
where G is the hierarchical organization map of public building space. k is the maximum hierarchy level 
Experiments and analysis
This paper developed an evacuation simulation prototype system (Fig.2) based on C++ language, and some tools including Qt GUI, and Ggnuplot. Using this prototype system, the paper analyzed against seven architectural exhibition designs, all of them are under a same design specifications, so they can be compared each other. Figure 3 lists seven architecture design plans, and a hierarchical organization map of public building space in plan #2. Figure 4 shows the evacuation curve of seven architectural design plans. As can be seen, compared results of the evacuation efficiency is: plan #3> plan #7> plan #1> plan #4> plan #2> plan #6> plan #5. plan #3 and 7 have obvious advantages, they have a high efficiency. For example, in the first 30 seconds, plan #2 has a very high evacuation efficiency. plan #5 and 6 have a disadvantage of low efficiency. Plan# 2 has a high evacuation efficiency in first 30 seconds, but followed with a slow evacuation efficiency. Plan# 4 has a low efficiency in first 52 seconds, but after that, it has a good efficiency. Plan# 5 always has a low efficiency performance, Plan#4 and 6 race in the before and after 52 seconds but they are approximate on the whole. 
CONCLUSIONS
These analysis proved the effectiveness of the proposed index, which provides a useful method to measure the evacuation contribution of public building spaces, and can be used to optimize building design plan when considering evacuation efficiency.
